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INTRODUCTION 
!'U!Eose 
Tbe purpose of this study is to analyze the t.Y!Pe of adjustment 
which a select group of juvenile commitments to the Milwaukee County 
Hospital for ~4enta.l Diseases has been able to make over a given period 
of time. 
Limitations 
The study is limited to seventy-one children under the age of 
eighteen who were committed during the ten :rear period from 1938 to 
1947 inclusive. The cases were selected below age 18 because only in 
this age group do the juvenile authorities have 801e jurisdiction. 
This particular period ending with 1947 was chosen because it was felt 
that a substantial period of time should have elapsed to render the 
follow-up of these cases meaningful. 
Sources 
The sources of information included hospital records &"1d person-
nel, city directories, home and collateral visits, telephone calls 
a.'ld letter to families, other institutions, agencies and the police. 
Method 
To co-ordL1a.te the data obtai.ned a schedule was drawn up (see 
;,ppendix I). Direct contact was possible in practically every case, 
either through t,is or other hospitals or institutions in the cases 
iT 
• 
of tbose still institutionalized~ or through home visits, telephone calls 
. 
and other agency oontacts in the cases of those no longer in iasti tutions. 
Setti~ 
The setting for this study was the Milwaukee County Hospital 
for Mental Diseases, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. This hospital, commonly known 
as mID (this abbreviation will be used throughout the study) was estab-
lished by Act of the Legislature in 1878 and named the Milwaukee County 
Insane Asylum. The new name was aSSigned to it in 1917. Juveniles are 
cammi tted here through the Children'$ Court of Milwaukee County. The 
hospital has 1.018 beds and from time to time old chronic cases are 
transferred to the Asylum for the chronic to make room for the new acute 
population. The hospital constantly' has a popula.tion of over 1200 and 
has had a peak: load of 128). An extensive educational progrp for doctora, 
student nurses, occupational therapists and dietetics students is carried 
on here as well as tJle training of psychiatric attendant.. There is an 
affiliation wi th the Marquette nniversi ty medical school, and senior 
medical students are M;signed to the hospital for tbeirlllYchiatrlc training. 
Reeeatly' +11.e psychology department has been expanded and training of 
psychologists has been added to the educational facUi ties., The hospital 
is desirous of inaugurating a training department for social workers but, 
to date, has been unable to seClwe a trained, qualified person to superviae 
this undertaking •. 
The tested methods of modern treatment tor the mentally ill 
such as insulin shoek, electro-shock (with or without anectin), metlXlZol 
shock for certain cases, anti-luetic therapy" industrial, recreational, 
. 
occLtpational and music therapy are engaged in extensively. Because of 
li;:dted medical personnel, it is possible to carry on only a small 
degree of individual peychotherapy. However, group therapy is now being 
carried on for groupe consisting of from saven to twelve patients with 
a psychiatrist and a psychologist direct this activity. The results, in 
general, have been very satisfactory and a number ot out-patients return 
to the hospital for these group sessions. Psychodral'r;a, under the direction 
of a psychologist, is a recently added treatment. Unfortunately there 
are no seperate quarters for the amall juvenile population and they are 
1 
exposed constantly to the behavior of the adult psychotics. PlCl.ll8 have 
been drawn up tor a new hospital. which will include special quarters for 
children but, as yet, this unit is not under construction. 
Plan ot Presentation 
Chapter I will contain identifying data covering al.l juvenile 
cases admitted to the hoE:t"Pital during the ten year period. Chapter II 
~lll be concerned with the patients presently institutionalized either 
in mental hospi tale or penal iusti tu tiona. Wile Chapter III will deal. 
wi th eases no longer in institutions. Cha.pter IV will consist of a 
1 Since this research was made a teacher has been added to the 
statt to conduct an educational program for the children • 
.. 
In We chapter w:Ul be in eluded. the proport.i.on of' juveniles to the 
tmt.1re hoep1tal load, a breakdown b7 age and sex, d1agnoeee, prognoses and 
troP2~1~n of JUTenUe~ 
The following tabl. shove tile proportion of children .. dm! tted during 
tbe st.udy period. 
te .. Adult. Jt.1venUee Tot.al 
1938 $U 8 ,-, S20 ( 
1939 493 7 1 sao 
1940 53S {5 >4J 
1941 S3J 9 ;Ja 
19h2 56S S S70 
194) 5» 6 56l 
19.44 497 1 504 
194$ 611 7 619 
1946 S94 9 603 
1941 S88 S S93 
Total ~83 11 SSS1l 
Of t.he .ewntr-oM juvanU.e ealfHlJ8, forty-fi. 'Wit were a,Wt ted for \.'16 tirst tiM 
1 
2 
• 
ald t_n~ weN ft1m;ftted, haY1n~ 'been P"f'4OtWly cmmt.t.ed a."d ret.~ 
becaun 01 inal:dl.1t,y f4 adjut. Only ell&ht.l;r OWr <me per cent. ot trbe 
ad;m1-81oa.e are cnildNn, " 1'ut vb1Ch !ndi,,«tes Wf.11 tlds J)a.rt1cuJ..a:o Uoflp1'al 
~ be _t. '~  tor til. treat.ment of tbe adult i181Chot.1c. 
The fo~ table 1d.ll Wlea1ie t.he bnddown o£ the_ mdld 
pat.1enU b7 agtl and ax. 
Sa 
Ast 
Ma18 'eale TotAl 
9 I 
-
2 
10 1 '. 1 
12 a '* 4 
1) J 
-
1 
14 S 6 11 
15 8 2 10 
16 7 9 16 
11 1~ 9 2k 
loW 4S 26 n 
.. 
-
It Ui t.o be noted t.bat.. in iftr.r&l. u tb& at!. lncre ...... tntn"e are MN 
.J • 
ad.ml8~ amon~ ju'fttll.11es. At .. 11, apprdzd.matelT th1rt,-tov POI' cent, 
or the t.otral WN admlttU, at a_ 16, twntr-two per _~, at ap IS" 
tOW"t.Mfl ~r cent, at 14, t1tteen. per cent, and. tn. ~ tut.een per cent 
we1'e ecattond 1n tC'J\l.r groUPI t,... ~e6 tJUrtMr. to ~ 1ncl.u~d.ft. 
tb1a, howftr. doee not Ile"SBaril1 !lOan that, hr..down. occ;-uro 
.I'IOre I."JreqwmUy in t.beao advWlC1nU &.iOhSoellt.S. In many caaee. t.Q,eft haft 
bLMn bUtene. of &8001&1. ant1-aocial Of' pccUllar ~ PN-daUni 
t.be jlat1ent t e !lo$p1tal1aaUon by IIIIUIl' 18... Ad~ adoleHenw id.1 
well ~ to tru1t4.on JI&Im7 bate .. u.cm.l d$.t.~a but, can ~ 
be coueUered .. deten41n1u& factor :in t_ ultimate bN&k4own.Ftuw\he~N. 
t.ben 18 ignor~ on the put of ~ parent.. "~a~ JlAiat. wbatt GOUt.!-
tutel peou11&r be!l&vior-. It vu e1mpla enough tor the parente ot one TOunc; 
pat1ent who pouNd keroa,. on ida dog mi NIt 1t at.1t'8 to naU .. tb.at. 
tid. ~ of act,! vit,1 '11M not. nol."m&l. aowwt", 1 to 1# rcoN d1tt1cult tor 
t.htit pa:rent.a of a <loc11« little chUd ~o 81t.8 ~etq <14,1 after dq playtng 
with his t.o78 or d~"~, caueini no dat.u.~, to und41u"'l';'t.a.'1d that 
t.bey mIq have fA "17 81c.-k ~r oo'l1e1r banda. In add! t,1oG, there 
1. tbe natural l"'elu.ct.ance of pu1'fInw., llke otMf' ~ btd.nf;e, \0 a,;im1t. 
tc1l.W"e or ~ need ot help. Onl ... behavior 18 .. ry b1hft"8 and tn 
oontlJ.ct w1t..h 4k>C1at-y, t.boru U a w,*nOI Wt i>1,uely, l:Jrc>wvt or Oftr-proMCt. 
t~ cb1ld 1a t,be no>:.r,} wW t,m. aitu\ion ~. t.ot.&ll;;r 'Wl4Ccept.6hle. 
An4, 1n aU fa:1mee" to penn", it. .U8ft 'be adm1t.~ tbat pu'\ of t.iw1r ,... 
· luctll&nCe \0 eMile i;Uida.flQe 11aa ~ the lack of etJitab1e tacU1t.1ea tor the 
Oft'" and. u great.ly 1D oont11c\ with ACiet,.. u trhon or t.he bo7 .. 
.A.t'te:r tJle cbUdreft WN ~tted to tbe boep1tr&l, toM)" moeiftd 
• 
a matt.%" to render .. d.1agnoB1e on el'.dJ.dren &8.1' 18 on. a.:hut.. •• bar.-iog 
of Oou.rBe phpical !1nd1ng8. In ~ OaM8 \heir behaY10r fl&e not. "jelled" 
at.o • pemanent c.'~o1'7. Soae are placed in th4t P1"1-17 bebaviol'" d1f30Ner 
cw.1tic6t.ion u.ntU tu.~,,1" sunilelt&t-iona ~_ endent. or ~ 
table UI pNHnta tne c11n:1oal claaatt1catJ.oD& ot tho mental. 
dllOl"Cle1"a tor' wbiQb ton.. dl1ldren _" a4mit'ed u .u u the col"'NuUAm 
'bfiw.en their d1~1 .• and t.beu preMnt Ratu. 
G:c1!umUTIOI OF D:tAWiOSm 
~ittH PR!SPJn' 51AtuS 
DerIeaUa Pr.-.oox 20 13 .. ... )3 
Cormaleiw 2 1 .. 
-
J 
~Uo Fe ... al",. ) 1 a .. 6 
PriuJ7 Behavior Diaorder J 2 , 
-
a 
~. 2 .. .. • 2 
~PayobH1a I .. .. .. 2 
PQ'OboIU 14th 
2 1 J Hent&1.~ .. ., 
~w.. 1 1 1 .. 1 
~.81 .. .) 
-
.. .. J 
Ju...u.. 'lIl"eua .. 2 1 .. 1 
o.a .. ~ .. ... .. 2 2 
Without. Pa~ 1 ... 
-
.. J 
"o\a.l h1 a. 7 2 71 
v 
6 
Diagnosis 
.- From a stud7 ot this table. the largest grouping, over 46% tell 
in the schizophrenia classification, with the other 54% sca.ttered in eleven 
different categories. 
correlation of Di!lno,d.s with Present status 
From a further examination ot the table we find that about )0% 
of all the juveniles are in mental institutions, 58% reside outside of 
institutions, 1.0% are in penal institutions and 2% are deceased. Thirteen 
of the patients classified as Dementia. Praecox are pres.nt~ in mental 
hospitals and twenty are living outside. 
The one psychopath who is in a mental hospital is clear but re-
quires supervision am 11:) uld be able to leave the institution it 8Ordeone 
would be willing to be responsible tor h1m.. '.t'be three pqchopatba outside 
Seem to be making no more than marginal adjustments ~~ at least one of 
them has been in recent confiict with the law. The two pr1ma.l.7 behavior 
disorders who are still hospitalized also have very low average intelligence. 
thus complicating their situations. Of the three who are outside, adjust-
ments ot two are marginal and ot the other poor. Two of them have been in 
cont".1ct with the law and. are on probation~ One is potentiall3 dangerous 
but his farrd.l7 refuses to re-commit him. although be has recen~ been 
picked-oup for mental observation and commitment was recommended. 
The two pqchoneurotic8 are adjusting quite all and .f'urt.:lE~r 
hospitalization has not been required. One is engaged in congenital work 
and the other has a patient understanding mate. Those of the undiagnosed 
gro~ were discharged and have had tempestuOW!l, a:iml.&'UIl careers but have 
eyJrl.bited no outriKht pqchotic behavior. The mental de!ectj,.ve, classified 
7 
.. 
imbecile, has been transferred to the chronic institution and is still 
hospitalized and ver,r deteriorated. or the two outside, both are 8i111 
and childlike. Both are female and one is married, the other illegiti-
mately pregnant. ot the post-encephalitics, the hospitalized patient i8 
deteriora.ted and requires constant supervisio,1" The one outside is twenty-
three, is attending colle~ spasmodically and is now a sop:Jmore. The other 
is in the Industrial School am has stolen cars, left tt.lO scene of' an 
accident and has been picked up,for assault. The three manic-depressives 
are recovered .from their episodes. All three are female and are maldng 
good adjustments" Of the paretics, two are still hospitalized, one V61..7 
deter1or~ted, the other improved. The other was lR.st known to be in a 
state industrial school, offence uru(nawn. 
The tact that aehizophrenics live outside than inside, about 
61% to 39%, is rather more encouraging on the :tace of it than is actuaJ.:q 
the oaM. MalV' of these patients are mald.ng no more than marginal. adjust-
ments a1rd have been in and out of the hoepi tal mal\Y times since t.l-teir first 
admission. Of the praeooxes 19 were m.ale and 14 female, approximately 
58% of the total being male am about 42% female. On the basis of the 
admiSSions which canprised 63% I:llle ani 37% female.. there is li tUe to 
indicate that 8i ther sex is more prone to schizophrenia than the other. 
Also in the ease of the manie-depressi vea, the statistical. 
picture appears m.ore ~Peful than the total picture because two of them 
have had several admissions to the hospital and one has been out only 
about two rears. It is interesting to note that 'two psycho;::);, ~ ~1.n 0.'1 woll 
as three years primary behavior disorders are represented in p$Ml. 
8 
institutiona. This course of events is in keeping with their diagnoses 
because these types ot personality are frequently in oontllct with the law. 
In general a prognosu is esta.blished at the time a patient i8 
diagnosed although, in man;y of the earlier oases,; no prognosis whatsoover 
was available from the record. The follCWIing table illustrates correlation 
of prognosis, which was rendered by the medical statf at the time the 
patient was staffed, with the present statue. 
Prognosis 
IOUt.eide 
Good 8 
Fair 
.3 
Guarded 9 
Poor 10 
None 11 
Total hl 
TABLE IV 
OORRELATION OF PROGNOSIS 
'11TH PRESEN'l STATUS 
Present stat~ 
VA"""."" penaJ. 
Hospital Institution 
.3 
-
2 
-
7 .3 
7 .3 
2 1 
21 7 
Total 
-
11 
-
S 
-
19 
1 21 
1 15 
2 71 
It is interesting to note that an almost equal number of good, 
guarded tOO poor prognoses are able to live outside of institutions. 
Hov ever, in general, the adjustment ot those with favorable prognoses 
has been bet.ter than that of the 1ndivuduals nth poor prognoses. The 
9 
total adjusb!!ent of these inca vid als will be disoussed in detail in 
. 
Chapter IV. 
Familial Histoq of M.ental Illness 
To what exte:ld was mental illness found in the .families of these 
children? Of the sevenv-one oases, th±rt.y .... five cases revealed histories 
of Jnental illness in the family and thirty-six did not. This statistic 
revealed no evidence that the children of .tlamilies wherein evidence of 
mental illness was found were arr:f more susoeptible to mental disintegration 
than those from families who were aftlicted. There is 80me evidence, 
however, that certain chUdren of psychotic parents, falling under their 
guidance and domination, are affected emotional.ly and do beoome psychotio 
but they are in the minority. A further nudy along these lines might be 
interesting and useful. It is now a gene:ral.l;y aocepted fact that mental 
illness is not inherited with the exeption of the small percentage of cases 
which are organic in origin such as paresis, Hunt1ngdon' 8 Chorea, eu. 
Home Situation 
------
In attempting to arrive at some sort of an evalua.tion of the 
home situation, the writer read the recor~s, culling out the impressions 
of the parents or guardians and their attitlldes towa;:d the children, Of 
all the cs.ses onJ.T one seemed to come from a home where an entirely happ:y 
life prevdJ.ed. Nineteen were o~ fair and titty-one could be counted 
poor. Being a public institution, the majority of the families were of 
rather poor or modest financial meana. HowElver .. eeveral were well-to-do 
or prosperous. MSlV families indicated histories of del1zRuencies in 
immoralit maritial strite 
10 
• 
'Vision, neglect, pauei ty of social. and religious trail'liM and a definite 
lack of an i...'1tegrated family relationship. There seemed to be no eor-
relation between ti~~cial dependence and breakdown. On the other hand, 
the lack of emotional security within the home was evidenced in the vast 
majority of the oases. 
aeneral Intel1i~enoe 
-
Forty-nine were round to be of average intelligence, ranging from 
90 to no. Eighteen were retarded with a spread from $0 to 8$ ~ tour 
were superior with one IQ ranging a. high as 13$ to 140t By and large the 
greatest gro tp talls in the average IQ level, about 70%. On the basis of 
this study it would seem tha.t t..'1e rank and tile of ohildren are just as 
prone to mental illness as their brighter or duller brothers and sisters. 
There seems to be no oorrela.tion between intelligence and mental. 
illness. A tond parent •• often repeated phrase "He was just too smartlt has 
no basis in fact and is often a panacea tor the parent'. own feeLing of 
outrage or inadaquaoy. The boy who ranged. to genius IQ has never been 
able to make more than a marginal adjustment although he is now twenty-
seven ;years ot age. His most sustained occupation, lasting a tew weelat, 
was tha.t ot stevedore and there is reason to believe that he is now 
deteriorated. He 18 extremely pa.ranoic, refused tor years to leave the 
institution and now sits idly in the home. 
1 The hospital does not oa.re tor the teeble minded, they are 
tra.nsterred to the chronio or to state institutions. 
11 
Another patient of superior intelligence ia in the Air Corps and is ad-
. 
justing. Another works at sk1lled labor but remains seclusive and other 
is in a correctional institution. None have achieved the success that 
their IQte have warrented. Neither can we sq that the reta.rded children 
are more prone to mental illness. Yost of them never become mentally ill 
and manage to find niches where they can operate at their own level of 
achievement. Of the eighteen retarded, some organic am others are out-
side of iMt1 tutions, maldng both good. and poor adjustments the same as the 
superior group. 
SUmmary 
Conoerning the aeventy-one juvenile. under the age of 18 who were 
conmitted to HlfD from 1938 to 1947 inclusive, it was found that they 
fomed only eligh~ over one per cent of the entire number of persona 
committed, from which we must deduce tha.t this institution must neo •• ".. 
arily be set up for the care of the adult psychotic. 
As the age of the child advanced, admissions increased, 34% being 
admi tted at seventeen, 22% at sixteen, 1.4% at fifteen, 14% at fourteen. and 
the remaining lS%-scattered in four groups from ages thirteen to nine 
inclusi vee It Wa& felt that other considerations besides crystallization 
of behavior as the adolescent advanced in age entered. into the situation. 
These factor. were the inability of the parents to recognize ps,yohotic 
behavior, their natural rejection of ~..he thought that they mq have failed 
as parents and their honest distaste tor oommitting their children to an 
institution whioh is not primaril¥ set up to care for their needs. 
Sixty-three per cent of admissions were male and f.ale which 
12 
" does not necessarily indicate tha.t. the male child 1s mDre prone to break-
. 
down than the female. !t was felt that the essenttal natures of the male 
and the temale. causing the male to be more aggressi va, overt, and at odds 
wi th society as well as the generally accepted attitude of protection of the 
f~ maybe a factor in grea.ter male admission. 
Over 46% fell in the schizophrenia grouping With ,4% scattered in 
eleven other different categories. Fifty-e1ght percent of the schizo-
phrenics were male and 42% temale with no indication that e1 ther sex 1s more 
prone to demenUa praecox. Sixty-ona percent of the schizophrenics live 
outside of institutions and 39% inside, this fact appe~1ng rather more 
hopl3.f'ul than is the case becauM many who are outside are maldng only 
marginal adjustments and have had a. history of marl1" admissions. 
Thirty per cent of all cases are in mental institutions, $8% reside 
outside, 10% are incarcerated and 2% deceased. 
The psychopaths and primary behavior disorders are well represented 
in penal instlt'ltions w'doh is not surprising because this is in accordance 
wi th the particular behavior patterns of these types of individuals. 
ill manic depressives are currently outside of institutions but 
have had and are subject to further recurrences of their episodes. 
An An almost equal number of' good, go.arded and poor prognoses are 
able to live outside, with the better prognoses in general making the better 
ad.ius tments, a matt.er which is discllssed tully in Chapter IV, 
In thirty-rive of the seventy-one eases, a. familial history of 
mental illness was revealed whereas thirty-six produced no such history, 
leading us to believe that there is little evidence of mental illness being 
13 
• handed down from generation to generation. 
. 
From. an examination of the home situt&lons .. fifty-one were deemed 
poor, ninteen fair and only one good, invoktng the thought that poorly 
integra.ted family relatbnshipa may well have a. decided bearLng on the dis-
inte~ration of personality. 
Forty-m.ne of the ehildren were found to be of. avera.ge intelligence 
about 70%. Eighteen -were retarded and tour were superior. There was no 
evidence to indicate that there is ~ eo~elation between intelligence and 
menta.l illness. 
" 
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CKAP'l'El't II 
rue Ohapwr w1ll include the twent,...eight caM8 whicb _", a' 
t.he tu. 'Of tile study, hound 1n menW hospitals 01'" incarcerated 1n peDal. 
or c01"l"Mt1oael 1.mJt.1tu.t1oU. Tu t.I.Nt fJH"\lon of tnt. chapter vUl 1nclvde 
fat-teAts 1ft Meatal Hospitals: 
.... p, r 1'1 
TABLE ., 
PATIEITS II MENTAL H()5PlrAlB 
= : ,g:. t I : : U I :; ; I 'b til 
• 
IfI) 
Aq1_ (Obrcm1o) 
State IuW:t.ut1ona 
V.~l"an.· Hoep1 t.ale 
Total 
r J 
9 
.3 
1 
1 
13 
: tJ :: ;:: :::: : 
2 
4 
2 
-
lS 
• 
i:: !: it; 
The patients remaining a.t, JDI) have responded poQrly to treatment :in general 
and are bordering on cb1"Ol'I1o caae8. the wanetars \0 tMM71ta. Snst1tuUon 
tor cbrontc cae •• , wen, u the term. 1mpliell. chronio and had ta1l.ed to 
improve over a period of yeM's. Those instate 1nstl tU1o.1008 ~re picked up 
alt.er leaYing HMD and BEmt. t.o inatlt,ut,1ona adld.n1ot.~red by authorit.ies in 
t.he region ~re t.he pa.tlent. requ1red no.,,! talizatlon. The ca.& in a vet.ran t" 
hospit.al had served in t;he a:I:'Ul:f tollow1n.g hie releue f:rom aMD and had be~ 
e11&101e tor sow~nt hO«lplt&l1htion. The" pat.ient. repl"9sent. abovt 
thinl'pttr cent. of the total n~ ot casel 8t.udied. 
fAilLE v.t 
.lOE AT ADKISSIOI 
" 
ABe Jfale 
17 5 
16 J 
1$ 2 
14 2 
10 1 
fotal 1) 
FlI!II8le 
4 
2 
.. 
2 
... 
8 
16 
• 
fokl 
, 
S 
2 
4 
1 
n 
Their pn"nt age. now ranie tl'Otll snent.een to th1rt.J'-tMo, repNsenting troa 
five to fifteen yun ot 1l.lneu. Due to length of time aDd the inability 
t.o ad3U'. the outlook 1n all of tneea cues wet be consideNd dtamal.. 
~l!1!!.u. Proee18 ancl trea.traen, 
the toUo1d.Da table ahoWs d1agn.oai8 by MX. 
f.ABI.E m 
DIAGNOSIS BY SEX 
Diqnoe1a Male Female total 
n..ntJ.& haecox 8 S lJ 
Juwmtl.e Pareaia 1 1 2 
Pri.ma:r.y Behavior Disorder 1 1 2 
Pl7Chopat.hic PeNOn&l1ty 1 ... 1 
Po.~t1. 1 .. ' 1 
Fa;yoho81e nt.h Meat.a1 Delio1eaOJ 1 .. 1 
Conwlei ... .. 1 1 
total 1) (I 21 
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• The prognoses in these eases included seven poor" sewn guarded, tleO fair, 
. 
three good and, in two oases, no prognoses were available. Eleven cases 
J' 
received intensive shock therapy and four of t'is group were lobotomized. 
The two paretics received fever "t,reatment and an.t1-1uetic therapy~ The re-
maining eight cues received l'Oltine haspi tal and custodial care, Shock 
treatment, electro and/or insulin and also metrazol in tl"l.& earlier c~lseS, 
was adminbtered to all praecoxes excep'l:; one where the pa.tient's improved 
spontaneOl~sly only to bread down a.n(~ enter another hospital. In the eases of 
the fair and good prognoses, same wore largely contingent upon favorable 
horne or convalescent condi tIona 'which were never availa.ble. Unfortunatel;y 
this situation is quite general. Patients returning to or faced with the 
rospects of returning to the same set of cirCUmstances in which they broke 
dovv'n often break down again or fail to improve.. It this community a.s in 
there 1s no middle f,.'Tound where a patient can ease the break 
hospitalizati.on and his return home. 
and Reason for Admission 
Seventeen of the children were of retiring, aeclusive natures. 
the other four were considered by their families to be of outgoing 
T1relve ware cons1de:red docile youngsters while nine were' of 
temper tantrtun, stubborn variety. Intensification of these patterns or 
han"a in personality were frequently given among reasons for admissions. In 
1 eases inability to adjust at home or in school wea a dominatinr: factory. 
lIlplllsive, negatavistic behavior was cited as predom.inating in fifteen cases, 
earf't1l and seclesive in two, sexual preoccupati.on in ttcne, 81l1y and noisy 
Of the seftnteen seclusive children, twelve 1mI'. praeeoxes, two were 
aretics, one was a psychopath, one a post-enee hali tts and 
18 
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The outgoing personalities 'Were two prl.!:!.Hl17 behavior dis~rder8, one phychos1a 
. 
with mental deficiency am ODe hebephrenic praecox. Practicall;y all ot the 
eases presented hallUCinated, delusional behftvior. It m.ust be stated bere 
that the behavior and personallty descriptions were derived chie.t'l;y from 
parents which can hardly be considered totally unbiased. Their reactiona 
wre colored by their own personalities. One retiring parent deseribtMi his 
child as friendly and outgoing and when asked _. replied "he always says 
'hello' when .embody says 'hello' to himff • However, it was felt that the 
personality and behavior deSCl"iptions were fairly accurate because, in 
general, the descrlption.$ coincided quite well. th the general t;y'J)es of 
behavior and pel"sonill ty to be expected of the diagnoses rendered.. 
Fa..'nil1al Mental Histo!'l ar¥l Home S1 tuation 
In eleven cases there was a history ot nlElntal illness wi thin the 
family relationehip md in ten the hieta" wae negative. Fourteen home 
situations were poor, while seven were tail'. These statistics are, geoor.a.U.y 
speald.ng, in ke(;:ping with the total statistic cited in Chapter II. There 
is little to indicate that familial. ment.al illness is passed on while there 
is mu,* on whicil to base the conjecture that poor home Ii tuations const! tu te 
& t act.ory in breakdown. 
Intelligence and Previoul Health Miston: 
'l'nlve of the children were of average intelligence 'Whereas nine 
were retarded. III seventeen instances health histories were essentia.l.ly 
negative. The tour positive histories included two oongenital lues, one 
praecox .. th pathological deafness a"ld one post-encephalltis who had had two 
severe at ta.cks of scarlet .fever. A rather high proportion of retarded. 
.. 
children in thia chronic group could well lead us to believe that the fact of 
retardati on ma;v well be a complicating f aetorybut t.'lere is no evidence which 
might intluenee us to surmise that it is a prim<ary factor. The high preponder-
ance of IJ.egative health histories in indicative of how emall a percentage ot 
mental illness is traceable to the o~gan1c. There is a great tendency in 
.farrllies to grasp at physical reasons tor breakdown since this is naturally" a 
much more acceptable basis to them personally and acts as a p~Jacea to &qf 
guilt feeling which they m81' have. Mal\Y families give histories tr skull 
fractures, eonc'USsionB" infections" high tevers, etc .. , but few cases are 
rnedical.J.,y attributable to physical trauma • 
. ' Number of J..dDiisslollS and Present. Condition 
These tnnv-one easel have had atywhere from one to ten admiBSiona. 
Eight have never been able to leave the hospital after original commitmEmt. 
lIght have been tried outside oneEh Three have tried .five times, one six 
times and one has made the attempt on ten occasiollS. In practieal.:q all 
instances the horlle 8ituations to which the ohlldren returned were $0 poor 
that adjustment would have been impossible. The child 1Iho haa been in and out 
ten tim\.-s has been l.obotom:bed tnce. is silly, bizarre and impulsive. He 
leaves the hospital at the insistence of his father who appears to be an older 
less exaggerated ed! tion or his son but who has never has occasion to be 
adjuged clinical17 •. Sixteen caSElS are improved and five have shown some im-
prowment, twofollowing lobotomy and one a.f'ter intensive rever therapy-_ In 
general these patients are greatly deteriora.ted, intellectually and their 
outlook tor the ~uiure is poor. 
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• Patients in Penal Instit~tiona 
. 
At the time of the study, there were seven patients committed to 
penal or correctional irust! tutions. Three are housed at Central &'tate 
Hospital, division for the criminal insane at the state prison., "{~a:upun, Wis_; 
VIas one in the Wisconsin State Industrial Sehool, oM was at the Wisconsin 
sta:tfi Retormatory and one was in a federal penetentia.ry_ Five of these 
children were released from the hospital, one escaped and one wa.s trallsferred 
to a state institution as a nonresident, trom which he later eacaped 111 th the 
help of his mother. In geooral, tteee were patients whose needs could not 
be met at m&D and were sent to this institution purely' for the rr.:a.sonihat 
tr.ere was no place to send them, all other attempta at control and rehabil-
i tation having failed. These nre the children who created disturba.:nces 
at homs, in foster bom~s, orphanages and school •• 
At16 and Sex 
It admi5~':ion, two Rre seventeen, two wre fifteen, one, thirteen) 
one, el(;vsn and one was nine. Their present age range is from. sixteen to 
twenty-.ix, representing .from six to nine yean of kno1m instabill ty. All. 
were !Mle, which is in keeping with the ovel."1# mani.festations which more 
fre('fuently bring the male into eonfiict wi til the law. 
Dia§nosis, pro~8i8 and Treatment 
"l'hree ot these eases are prim8l:7 behavior disorders) two ,vera 
psychopaths; or~ was paretic and one a post-eneephalitis. Three ca.rried 
gua:rd14 prognoses and three were poor. In the other case 110 prognosis was 
availabl~. From the diagnoses rendered. these are the categories in general 
which mq be expected to conflict 1'11. th the law. From the prognoses it is 
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clear that the outJ.ook .from the beginning ft8 bleak. Treatment in these caees 
was lOutine as it was felt that the more intei:18i va t:lpe of therapy would be of 
no benefit to these ohildren. Only one ahock treatment was given, after whioh 
the young patient es.raped in his hospital gown, leaped over a fence but was 
returned a fn dl:\Vs later.. AU of wbioh leads us to wonder what these ohild-
ren are doing in an institution where the therapies designed tor the mentally 
ill oamot bene!i t t1'.-. The one patient, the pare tie , was transferred to 
a state inst1 tution as a non-~sident to receive anti-l.uetio therapy. It 
was this patient whose luetio mother aided him in escaping from tha.t lnsti-
tut1on. 
Personall!l and Reason for Admission 
Two were of a rather seclusive nature 1fh1le five were ot outgoing 
temperament. StUboorne88 alXl temper were paramount characteristios in this 
group. Pyromania and stealing were oited 413 reaeona for admission in five 
of the cases while 1mpulsi veness and running Ray were g1 ven in the other 
two oues. In general, these 1I'$re children of fiery, brooding, tempestuous 
niatu.res openlT at odds with society. Their behavior was assult upon a dis-
tastetul world in contrast to the retreat to"the more satietactory dream world 
so much in evidence among the group still hospitalised. Their very nat.ures 
and activities are a prelude to disorganized criminal careers it a'means to 
cure their town emotions cannot be £ound. 
Familial Mental. Histog: ani Hane S1 tuation 
In tour of the eases a histol"7 of familial mental. 11lnels was given 
and in three no such baokground was evidenced. In each case the home s1 t... 
ua.tion was deplorable. In one case both parents had been under observation 
22 
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but never committed, another oame .from a line where mental illness existed on 
~ 
the paternal aide,; another fta the illegitimate child of a committed mother,; 
one boy had a retarded brother. All but one of' the cases were from broken 
homes, five msrl!ed by separation, divorce and remarriage with a strong thread 
of strife am immorality in the homes. One lather .as deoeased. In the 
ineta..rtce .here the parents remained. together there was int.t.nancial and emo-
tional i.nsecurity', lack of insight and unresolved sibling rivalry. The rather 
equal division of cases wherein mental il.:.nees is found within the families 
leads us to believe that there is little evidenoe to favor .familial. history 
as much of a factor in the ohildts hOfitile, aggressive. attitude. On the other 
hand, with the total situation weighted to wretched home conditio., it would 
seem that disintegration of personality can and frequently does follow dis-
integration of the fam1lJ", particularly in this anti-social group. 
Intelli£;ence an;! Previous Heal til Hietotz 
Four of the cases studied weN of average intelligenoe; two· were 
borderline and one was sup:$rior. lQfs ranged from the borderline case 'Wi. th 
an IQ ot 8, to the superior with a rating in exoe •• of 110. Both followed. 
a similar pattem ot aimless oriminal intent, neither seem.1ng to be more 
organised or inspired than the other. In all cases, with the exoeption of 
the paretic and the post-enoephalitis, previous health histo17 was negative. 
In six cases families gave histories ot head injuries a.nd high tevers but in 
on.ly one was ther aI:\Y evidence of damage to t he cortex on the electro-enee-
phalograph, this being in the case ot the post-encepha.l1tis. On the buis ot 
this 8tllall 8egtilent ot the criminally inclined it would appear that general 
intelligence had DO bearing on behavior. It 18 also evident by the same 
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token that health history in general has little bearing on breakdown. 
N'llluber of Admissions and Last Condi tinn Report 
These patients were adnd tted ~ere fram one to eleven times. 
It''ive had only one admission and were released in the hopes that mO'6 satis-
factory arrangementB 'Would be made for tilem. one was transferred and one 
eloped .from the hospital. The child with eleven admissions had escaped from 
the hospital m~ times, eaoh tL~e he returned being listed as an admission. 
The five were listed at the laet recorded oontact as unimproved while two 
had shown some improvement under aupervis1on. The present situation would 
indicate that :mental hospitalization had little beneficial effect. It is 
also clear that the two cases showing improvement did not hold this improve-
ment. In fact it is entirely possible that, like maxv- nth the S8.t1le diagnoses 
(one was a psychopath and one a primary behavior d~.order) they were able 
to adjust in a closed institution, either to gain their own end, release, 
or beClGUSe they were tree £1"001 outside prestrures. 
Offenses of the Incarcerated 
One of the priD1aI7 behavior disorders i8 in a. federal penetentiar,y 
for stealing from the maile. Another was sent. to the state prison for 
stealing a ear. Another is in the eta te reformato1'7 for theft. Both 
psychopaths arc in the 8ta.t~ penetentiar.y for burglar,r. The post-encephalitis 
began by stealing bicycles, finally stole a car I left the scene ot an 
<ic'~ident and W,i8 sent to the state industrlal school. He wa.s released aId 
returned tor assault. The paretic was last known to be in a state illdustrial 
schQol, offence un~nown. These overt, anti-social acts are in keeping with 
the diagnoses rendered and constitute the type ot activity to be expected 
• 
in these cases. 
• 
Of the twenty-eight eases, representing about forty per cent 
of the totals, still institutionalized juveniles, twentJ-one are in mental 
hospitals arld seven are in penal. instit.utions. Those in mental' hospitu 
ranged in age from ten to seventeen at admission, current ages being from 
seventeen to thirty-two, representiug from five to fifteen years of known 
illne5s. Sixty-two per cent were !nlJ.le am t.1oJ.irtY .... ight per cent female. 
Sixty-tYro per cent were schilophrenic, the other thirty-eight per cent being 
scattered in five di.fferent categoriee. Sixty-eix per cent carried poor or 
gum"ded prognoses) twenty-four per cent 'Were fair or goed and, in ten per 
cent prognoses "fi'ere available. Fifty-two per cent receiTCid intensive shock 
therapy and, in this group, there were four lobotomies perform.ed. Eighty-one 
per cent of the hospitalized patients were ot_tiring, seclusive natures. 
Failure to adjust at school and at bome domin~ted general reaeons for a.chniasion. 
Hallucinated, delusional behavior marked practically all of the caees. 
Fa'nilial history of mental iUness was present in just about hal..f of the cues 
while aixty-six per cent ot the home 8i tuatioll8 were downright poor and 
thirty-three per cent we:n, only fair. Fifty-seven per cent were ot average 
intelligence _erea. forty-three per cent were retarded. Eighty-one per cent 
of the children had negative health histories whereas only nineteen per cent 
had physical findings on 'Which brealtdown might be based. Of the eases studied 
herein, th1rty-eight per cent have never been well eneugh to leave the 
hospi tal. Another- thirty-eight per cent have been -f:ried once outside and 
were unable to adjust. The remaining 'twenty-four percent have attempted. to 
live outside the hospital anywhere from five to ten times without success. 
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Seventy-six percent of the eases are considered unimproved, twenty-teur 
per cent improved foll.owing lobotomy, shock, fever theraw- and intensIve care. 
Of the seven patients in penal and correctional insti<"utions 
t:rxee are in the or:il:linal insane division of the state penetentiar.fi two sre 
in industria.l schools; one is in a federal penetenUary and one is in a 
reformatory. Their admieeion ages ranged from nine to seventeen and their 
current ages £rom sixteen to twenty-six, repreaenting from six to nine years 
of known il'l8tability. Diagnoetieal~ t."ley include t.hl'ee primar,y behavior 
disorders, two p.,chopath8, one paretio and one post-encephalitis ~th three 
poor prognoses .. three guarded and one unavaila.ble. The personal.1q pattsrD8 
of five was considered outgoing, two itather seclusive with stubbornesk; a..1d 
temper outstanding chara.oteristics. Rauona for a.dlllission included pyromania 
and stealing in fiVE! eases .. i:trJpulsivenells and running away in tw.o. In 
general oIlly' routine care and insti tuti ~nalization was a:.."1'orded these pat-ients 
The eases were about e(jually divided as regards familial mental illness md 
the home situation was deplorable in every case. .All were male. Four child-
ren were of average intelligence, two b~derline and one superior. Prev10UJJ 
health h1stor'J was negative in five out of the seven ca.ses. Five had onJ.¥ 
one adussiouj one eloped from the !nati tution and one was transferred. Five 
were listed at last record oontact as Unimproved wt.lUa two had shown some 
improvement. The a/lenses of the incarcerated included two lor burgla:ry, one 
for oontrihut:tng to the delinquency of a minor and stealing a. car, another 
for stealing a. ca,c, another for theft am assault" another for stealing a 
car and leaving the seene of an aedi4ent while the of tense of the seventh was 
unknown. 
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It is cl.ear fram an examination of the facts that the individuals, 
still receiYing inside care, have not found the answer to their problem 
through the hospitalization afforded them. It mula be inaccuritl.te to say 
that they did not re~ceive good OGre or tha t t..~ey derived no bene!i t beoause 
ull of the facilities of tbis large progressive mental institution were avail .. 
able to thet!. Also it would be pure conjecture to say t..'Jat tlley would. have 
improved or been cured in another ~8etting. Moreover, the institution :1.tselt' 
does not contend that it is sq,uipped to meet the needs of children. In 
general, 'When ideal faci11 ties or facilities approaching t.l-J.e ideal are pro-
vided .for children, they should and do in man.y caves respond, at least to 
some extent. Theae ideal faoilities would, of course, include a setting for 
convaloacence as _11 as suitable conditione following release. 
.. 
PATIENTS LIVIlG OUTSIDE OF INstITUTIOIS 
Introduct.ion. 
!his chapt.er will include the cases which are presently loi ving 
outside ot inst.itutions. These cases will be examined as to age and sex, 
diagnosis and prognosis, t.reatment, personality and reason for admission, tam-
mal mental history and previous health hinory, number of admissions and last 
1JmC:nm. condition, marriage, economic and social status. 
Patients Out.side of Institutions. 
At the time of this st~ there were fort;r-one .ca8e8 living outside 
pf institutions. This figure does not represent cured cases but cases which 
~ave been able to adjust in one wq or another tor protracted periods or even 
Ishorl intervals. Many of these have received ma:Jdmum hospitalization and 
others DlUst go, if they are at all able, 80 that space can be made for the 
tllOre acute incoming population. The ages of the males and temales at admission 
are beat illustrated by the following table. 
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9 , 
11 
13 
14 
1$ 
16 
11 
fotal 
fABL'E VIII 
AGE AND SEX 
We 
1 
J 
2 
.3 
4 
3 
8 
~ 
Female 
-
-
-
4 
2 
8 
S 
19 
or the tortT-three patients. torty-one are still living. 
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fo\&1 
1 
l 
2 
7 
6 
11 
13 
4J 
One boy admitted at 
ele .... n died siX months later ot SchUeler t 8 Disease and broncho-pneumonia. 
A girl admitted at seventeen was also organic .. a post-encephalitis.. and died 
at thil"ty-one ot a coronary occllsion. fventywtbree males and eighteen temales 
are residing outside. this means that about f1.tt1""two per cent of the total 
male population admitted is currently- able to live outside whereas about 
seventy--two per cent of the females are out. The dirterence seems to lie 
largely' in the ind! viduals discussed in the previous chapter who are in penal 
institutions and who are all male .. representing about sixteen per cent of the 
living male population. Eight1""six per cent or the cases are between the ages 
ot rourteen and seventeen inclusive. It is interesting to note that they were 
lalmost .l'ma1'lv divided as to sex .. ein'h+ .......... ramal.s, ni ....... + .......... mAlAR. It would 
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appear troa these figures that, in these adolescent years. one sex is quite 
. 
a l1lcely' to break down as the other, the extra burden of adolescence being 
placed on an already crumbUng personality structure. 
Diaeosis, Proesis and Treatment •. 
Henceforward in this study we wUl be concerned with the forty-one 
living cases, eliminating the two organic psychoses which have died. The 
following table will serve to illustrate diagnoses by sex of the patients. 
Diagnosis 
ne-ntia Praecox 
Mental Deficiency 
Psychoneurosis 
Pr1mary Behavior Disorder 
PSyehopathic Personality 
Manic Depressive 
Con'Y1.1lei ft 
Und1agnosed Psychosis 
Post-encephalit1s 
~ithout Psyoboeis 
Total 
TABLE IX 
DIAGNOSIS BY SEX 
Male 
11 
-
1 
2 
3 
-
~ 
2 
1 
1 
23 
Female Total 
9 20 
2 2 
1 2 
1 3 
... 3 
.3 3 
0 2 
0 2 
0 1 
2 3 
18 41 
On the basis of fifty-six per cent male and forty-four per cent 
Itamale admissions, it is to be noted that the praeco%es are equally divided. 
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'he prima.ry behavior disorders are represented by two males to one female 
~ereu the psychopaths are confined to t.he males. The manics are all temale. 
Pd. would eeem to substantiate our contention t.het schizophrenia is impartial 
~ to sex whereas t.he behavior disorders and psychopat.hy tavor the male. The 
~ic depressi ft . psychosia appears to attack the temales in this group. A 
"urther study along theee lines to consider the 1;otal manic depressive populatia 
~t a hospital as well as the psychopathics and the primary beha.vior disorders 
idght be interesting. The following table indicates prognosis a.ccording to 
PROGNOSIS ACCORDING TO SEX 
PrognOSis Mal. Female 'total 
load 
.3 S 8 
Fair 1 2 .3 
Guarded 6 .3 9 
Poor 7 .3 10 
lone 6. S 11 
fotAl 23 18 41 
!he female population in general seems to carry a IOmewhat ll10re 
~rabl. prognosis than the male. Later in the study we v1ll consider the 
adjustment of these indirlduals. or these patients shock was administered to 
fUteen cases, to eleven praeCODS, one peychoneurotic, one psychotiC mental 
detect with a payehot.ic episode. Lobotomy was performed in one cue, a male 
praecox. It. 1s to be noted that only eleven out ot twenty praeooxes reoei Ted 
• 
radical t.reatment. In the other eases it. was precluded by health condition 
and by families refusing consent or rendered unneoess417 by spontaneous 1m-
provement under general care. 
Personality and Reason for Admission. 
Although many personalit.y descript.ions were admitted to the records 
the types in general seemed to divide into four distinct. categories, namely as 
follows I 
PatteI'D 
Seolusi .. and docile 
Seclusive and tempestuous 
Friendly and docile 
Friendl.7 and tempest.uous 
fotal 
TABU XI 
PERSONALITY PAmrms 
:tlumbar 
11 
9 
12 
9 
h1 
!he chUdren characterised roughly as belonging t.o the seclusive, 
docUe group had accompanying traits in soU instances of sh;pnes8, lack of 
confidence, and hypersensit.ivity. In the seclusive and tempestuous category 
we find accompanying attributes ot stubborness and hoBtUity. The third group 
comprieed t.he friendly, docile type but the writer teels trom an examination of 
rt-he records that de-emphasis must be placed on the term fftrlendly* a8 placing 
~hese caees in a completely out-going category as shyness appeared in many of 
the cases as well as lack of self-confidence. The tam1.ly interpretation ot the 
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word "friendly" in many instances meant that the child was not anti-social or 
completely asocial. The fourth division, the friendly tempestuous type, had. 
much in their histories disclosing hostility and egocentricity. The vast 
majority of these cases were basically egocentric either in a hostile, aggrel-
1Ye manner or in a shy, retreating manner. None of them presented a h1story 
of what, by any standards, might be called a completely normal, well-adjusted 
child. Inability to adjust both at home and at school formed a blanket com-
plaint. 
In the docile and secl.usi ve group, rea£lons for admission were in the 
main complaints ot hallucinated, delUSional, impulsive behavior, with a goodly 
portion ot baseless 80matic complaints, two cases of sex delinquency, t'WO of 
suicidal intent, two of compulsive washing and fe:eUngs of personal unolean-
l1ness. This was a. thNIatened, reartul group. Of the tempestuous, seclusive 
children complaints covered to a lesser degree hallucinations and delusions. 
Convulsions, belligerence, stealing, sadism, sex delinquency, threats to kill 
parents and delusions of personal body odor were given as reasons for 
ad:m1sa1on. !heR were hostile, angry children. The friendly docile children 
were largely admitted (as were the seclusive dociles) beca.use of hallucinations 
and delwdons, impulsive behavior, somatic complaints, suicidal threats and 
compulsive cleanliness. fhis would lead one to believe that they belong 
actually more to the seclusive than to a truly friendly temperament. or the 
friendly tempestuous personalities hallucinations and delus10 in the 
~\S TOW 
minority aa reasons for admi8sion. In the ascendency ~ scandalous ~~~ 
V ,_ O'."J '- A 
threats to kill parentI, impulsiveness, truancy, suic dal ~~~~ea11n • 
this group in general seemed to be at open war with thin 
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'" ial Mental .fi1eto and Home Situation. 
In thirteen ot the eases there was a direct hiatory of mental illness 
the taaUy, meaning that either or both parents were psychotic or borderline 
oven eases there was a history in either the maternal or paternal line and 
twenty-one cases there was no difinite history ot derangement. The division 
tween those with tsm1l1al mental illness and those without is almost equally 
vided. However, in some cases it is tail' to believe that oertain facts have 
en ooncealed or that mental illness was not recognized as such. On the other 
, an illegitimate daughter ot a re.ble-m1nded, psychotio mother vaa found 
be wi,1;hout ps:yohoais and of good in1',elligence despite her erratic behavior. 
this group the home situations were poor and in many cases deplorable, 
rty to be exact. Only ten could be remotely conaideredtair and one satis-
c1;or:Y, this latter situation being only sparsely covered in the record. 
eleven instances the child wa5 the vtotim ot a broken home on the basis of 
separation or illegitimacy. In these histories rejection or 
the indireot torm of rejection, were listed in twenty instances 
bling rivalry in eleven, alcbholiam in five, rigidity in tour, marit,al 
rite and flagrant inadequacy in about halt of the cases, outright immorality 
wn 1',0 the ohild in six. In many cases it was found that one parent vu 
tright rejecting with the other protecting, causing a contused and impossible 
tuation tor the child in which were was no room tor healthy emotional growt.h. 
other instances, treatment and con I(aleecenoe were hampered by emotiona.lly 
One unoommitted paranoid m.other refused to sign shock 
nsent. She was the mother who, when discu.ssing auditory hallu.oina.tions said, 
n the writerts denial ot hearing voices, "Maybe your hearing isn't as good 
• 
lA1' daughter's and mine". !his mother, who inai.ted on taking her daughter 
. 
me, was recently murdered, stabbed seven times with a butcher knite by the 
1'1 who d1d it. "'because she looks so pretty when she is asleep". The father, 
kind, long-sutfering, inadequate individual signed the girl's release from 
e hospital.. In ten instances thesechl1dren were first generation Americans, 
sed according to the customs and standards of their foreign-born parents. 
wever, there is no evidence that this was any determining factor in break-
other t.han the addit.ional confliot. bet.ween old and new 'WOrld cust.oms, 
'the parents i faUure to reoogniie same. In practically every one of the 
rt,-on8 cases there vas an appall1ng lack of insight Gn the part of the 
and Previous Health Histo • 
Th1rt.y-one of these children were of average 1ntelligence, seven 
re retarded and three were superior. Tne vast.uajority, sevant,.. .... tive per 
t were of the average rank and tile of intelligence. The adjustments seem 
bave nothing to do with t.h.e intelligence of the individuals, all categories 
JtpI~L5 good and poor adjustments. Although many of these Children had bad 
rioue illnessea, including severe scarlet fever, healed tuberculosis, skull 
act-UNS, pneumonia, etc., actual ph78ical findinge were positive in only' 
ree ot the living group, two convulsives and a post-encephal1tles. this 
presents negat.ive findings innlnet.y-three per cent. of the group. Despite 
tendency to base ment.al illness on a physical basis, the evidence is pre ... 
nderantly against this premise. 
her ot Admissions and Last Inown Condition 
In the group under c.onsideration, twenty-two have had onljr one adm-
• 
miss1on, ten have had two, three were admitted three times and tour came tOUl" 
times, wh1le t.he two remaining were admitted six and seven times respect1 .... 17. 
The last known condition from the record was considered improved in t.wenty-
nine cases, unhtproved in four, recovered in six and two were found to be 
nonpayohoUc,: The Six cases found recovered have never re-ent.ered the hospital 
and tive are mald.ng good adjustments, the adjustment ot the sath being unlmown 
but proba'bl.7 adequate as no inqu1r,y has been made regarding her. Of t.ile 
t.wnty-nine iDlproved cases, t_l .... did not return whereas seventeen returned 
from two to seven times. In general, the adjuertment. of those in t.he improved 
group varied little whether the7 had been in the hospital once or several 
times. It appears from the facts that the improved cases did not tulfill 
the promise which they had shown upon leav1ng t.he hospital, either deteriorat-
ing or taillng to gain improvement. This was probably due largely to the 
impossible environments which in general it was necessary tor thea to return. 
Adjustment of all ot these indi Y.1d:ua.ls will be discussed at leng1;h later in 
this chapter. 
Hardye Status. 
In an erton to determine objectively the marital adj\l6tment. of 
the nineteen patients mo married, each case wu examined as to lengt.h of the 
union, evidences of Mction or congeniality in the marriage as gleaned from 
the records, hen the patients' fam1lies and, in DI8Il1' instances, from t.he 
patient.s themselves. It. was found tn.at the average length of t1lae of the 
unions was two years. Therefore, a positive credit. was given to those mar-
fri.ages which have exceeded. t.h1s figure. Posit.1ft and. negative credit.s were 
given in cases ot harmonious and dissident marriages respecti".l,.. Where one 
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,r more positive weights o~curred. the marriage waa considered satisfactory, one 
)r more negatives being considered unsatisfactory. Five cases were mald.na 
rery good adjustments witb three positives to their,prtHii\ and se:ven were 
adequate with one PNltlw. One was deeme4 very lUlBatisfactol'7 with separation. 
and failure to care tor bis chUd, four wre 1m8atisfactory with divorce, sap-
Ilration and threatened eeparation indicated. The following table will serve, 
tio indicate ,he n_ber and sex of patients who bave married and the type of 
r.tjustment 18lich tbey are ma1c1ng. 
Adjustment Male Female fotal 
Satisfactory S 8 1,) 
Unsat1sfacto17 J a s 
Unknown 1 
-
1 
total. 9 10 19 
In this breakdown, patients having children and abotd.ng a positive 
a.ttitude toward them were given credit as it was felt that the patient should 
be commended because the support and supervision ot chUdren is an additional 
responsibility tor these 1nd11'1duals to bear. All in ill, the findings oan 
be considered reasonably good in general, considering the handicaps. What 
:loes seem vita.lJ.y important is that the patient -s spouse have patience and 
~derstand1ng, realization ot and tolerance for th~ patient's short-comings, 
mich, perhaps, would also cover the marri.ages ot normal individuals which otten 
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break down because of the lack at s11llU.ar attributes. It is encouraging to 
note that, innone ot the cases to date, has it been necessary tor a patient to 
return to the hospital. because of breekdown at t.he birth of a child. In tact, 
.".'-
a pS1'Chotic mental defect who is now pregnant and who wu in the hospi t.al 
foUl" times, i8 presently holding her most sustained release from the institut:kn 
The same applies to a praecox with four clt1ldren who had previously had three 
admissions to the hospital. In fact, although adjustments between the sexes 18 
about equal., the women have four good adJuetnsents to two for the men and three 
ot these wmen haw had two or more children. It. brier resume by case will be 
found later in this chapter. 
Adjustment ~ the Sin,l. St.ate. 
In view of the t act that an attempt is being made to secure an 
over-all evaluation at the adjustment of these patients, it is important to 
the study to determine the adjustment Which the unattached individuals have 
made in the sexual area. Although information was sparse, it was possible to 
divide these cases into two categories by' which they could be examined, 
namely, 1) those with sex offenoes or promiscuity, with. negative weights 
assigned and 2) those with normal sex interest or lack of same, with positive 
and negative weights assigned respectively. One positive indicated satistact-
ory adjustment and one negati ft revealed unsatisfactory adjustment. ~e 
following table illustrates the adjustmen~ show. 
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TABLE XlII 
TABLE OF SEXUAL ADJUSTMENT 
Acijwstment Kale Female Total 
-
Satistactol'7 S 2 7 
Unsatisfactory 6 4 10 
Unlmown J 2 S 
Total 14 8 22 
The above information was der! ved from the record, tram police offioers and 
from the families of the patients. ' A more detailed examination will be round 
in the case sununaries later in this chapter. 
E!flozment Statue. 
at interest to us also is the employment status of the men and tne 
unattacbed tewes residing outside. The following table w1ll serve to Ulue-
trate this point., As is well known, working is an integral part of life and 
the ability and initiatift t,o work is an important facet in the mental well-bei Lg 
ot an 1ndiY1dwal~ 
TABLE IV 
EMPLOm;NT ADJUSTMENT 
Adjustment Kale female Total 
Sustaine4 11 :3 14 
Intermittent 9 1 10 
Unemployed 2 2 4 
Unknown 1 3 4 
'rnt..1 ~1 9 U 
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In this table we are concerned only with unattached women since many of the 
girls are married and engaged in homemaking and raising a family. !he average 
age ot these single women is twentr-seven, ranging trom eighteen to thirty-one 
inclusive. Tbeaverage for the men is twenty-tive, ranging from. eighteen 
to thirty inclusive. An examination by case will be contained in the summaries 
conta1ned at the end of this chapter. 
Social Adjustment. 
or primary' importance also is the ability of the patient to soe1aliH 
in h~ with his fellow-men~ To determine his social adjustment, various 
factors of behavior involving inter-action with other human beings were taken 
into consideration. Those involving Mgative weights were asooial. and _t1-
social behavior. Positive wights were desitp'l&ted where the patients seemed 
to relate quite well to others. The following table mustrates this point. 
Adjustment Male Female Total 
Satistacto17 6 6 12 
Unsatistacto17 12 10 22 
" 
l1n1mo'im S 2 7 
.:." 
Total 2.3 16 41 
Unsatisfactory adjustments were largely in the area of the praecoxes and the 
behavior disorders which diagnoses comprised sixty-four per cent or the unsat-
isfactory adjustments. Details will be found in the case SWl1iilaries later in 
rthe chapter. 
• 
rota! Adjustment. 
Of particular interest to us is the total adjustment which the 
patient has been able to make. This includes all phases ot hie ability to 
adjust in a normal wo rId such as marriage, sex, . employment 1, social intercourse 
and abllity to stq out of diffieulty_ Because of the intang1bles involved 
this breakdown is by nature hypothetical. To determine this total adjustment, 
each case was exam1ned and negative and positive weights assigned to the 
pat1ent in the areas which we have analy'zed in the preceding pages. T1ro or 
I110re positive ratiligs constituted good adjustment, one indicated fair adjust-
ant and no positive ratings showed POOl" adjustment. !he following table will 
:l.nd1eate the caliber of total. adjwatment which the research would indicate. 
TABU: XVI 
MAL ADJUSTMENT BI DIAGNOSIS 
~i&gl1o.1. Adjustment 
Good Fair Pool- Unknown Total 
Pe.ment1a Praecox 7 2 8 1 20 
~an1c Depressi ft 1 .. 
- -
:3 
~tbout 'aynhosie 1 1 • 1 J 
~17 Behav10r 
Disorder 1 ... 2 
-
J 
Psychopa.thic 
Pereonalit7 1 .. 1 1 J 
1 Suc08esf'ul home maintenance and euccesaful child raildng in the 
!Jvent there are ch1l.dren, has 'been considered as satiaraoto17 employment in 
~he oases ot the married women so that a proper weighting oan be established ~ this o&tegorr. 
• 
1)18&ftOfd.- Ad.1uataJnt 
0004 FAir Poor ~ !oW 
.• ,,",",Ioneuroatlt ·2 2 
- -
I 
ponwls:1ft 1 .. 1 .. a 
~nd1a.poaed·p.,.cbosl. 1 1 .. ., 2 
~.t .. Encepbal1tll 1 
-
.. .. 2 
~tal De.f'1c.1enq .. 1 1 .. 1 
'ot.a1 18 S 13 S U 
trOJ!' a rather more conclwd.ft pioture let U8 e.xaml.ne theM uni.nat1tuUonal1z$d 
~&HS 'brietly by ~ UI to intol"1U.t1on secured from the record, collateral 
~ home. vie1ta, polIce l"ttports and report,a t:rom other apmo1 •• or organizat1.-
~hat. ber prognosis 11M "ood and her condition had iJap!'Oftd wben ehe lett the 
~ospital. Howewr, it "as nee •• ury for Mr to ",,'um to a widowed father 
oward whom ebe wu Ulbll'alent. He had 41..,. ta'YOr'ed tbe paUent'. cml7 
lIibl.1ng. an ol.der sIster, wtael"ed the ~-e~ mother had favored the pat1ezrt,. 
i>n. has been outside au ,.ar., bd been marrill1d about t.wo, drinks and make. 
~enatb7 visit. to Nlat.1ws wo do not w~t aNi cannot aftoN her. Soc1al1aa-
"ion 1. par_it-to 'by nature and bel" bewUdered hu.sband has 'been 8upp1)"1n.g bel" 
iMtTODd hi •• ana: with the l'llX'Urie. whioh M%" egocentiric1t,y demands. She 1. 
r.ttJ"eaHrUnc to divorce hi.. Prior to marriage she worked brl.et17. Her toM]. 
adJuaw.nt. 1. ob9'1oU8ly poor. 
• 
II. George G.. 20, psychoneurosis, was admitted at. 14 trom an adequate 
...................... 
and the prognosis was good. He had recovered when he lett t.he hospital. 
has been aarried a few months and is apparently happy.. He has been in the 
Air Corps three years, likes it and has signed up tor three more years. 
mingles with people and his total adju.stment seems good. 
~ __ I_I_I. Dorothy D. , 22, psychotic mental. deteot with a poor prognosis was 
at admission and was improved. upon release. Her home situation was poor, 
entire faJRily being of borderline intelligence and low standards. Both 
nts were 1nadequat.eand the t ather was alcoholic to She has been married 
ut .. :year, is pregnant, silly and child-like, pre-oecupied with sex but 
to be maldng an adequate adjustment to a simple patient husband. She 
neftI' able to sustain employment. Her socialization was of a low level 
she was unable to get along with people to Her total ai1justment is only 
.K1llicent X., 20, pri.ma.ry behavior disorder, was admitted at. 14 with 
good prognosis. She had improved when she left the bospital. but returnad. to 
upper-middle class home where a younger sister was favored. TIle father ap-
ared outright rejecting with the mother over-protectift_ Both parents were 
ollsp gradu.a'ttes. She has been in various special schools and hospitals and 
been unable either to sustain education or employment. She has shown no 
articular interest in the opposite sex but develop5 violent ·crushes" on 
lder women, including teachers and hospital personnel. She recen-I;ly r an away 
rom her bome in the west, returned to Milwaukee and attempted to move in with 
woman who was an assistant supervisor at the hospital.. Sue bas also attempt .. 
suicide. Her socialization has been of a negative variety and her adjustment 
18 poor. 
Oue v. Kart.1n M., 2), pqchopatb, no prognosis giwn .. was admitted at 17 
and WIUI improved when he lett the bospital. He returned to a home situation 
where there was much domestic difficulty beoause of an 1nad.equate father and. 
a dom1neering mother. He has been married about two years to a lame girl 
who i8 apparently' patient and. understanding. They have one child and he baa 
held emplOl"Jll8l1t as a lay-out man tor almost a year. There Neme t.o be little 
soc1al.1zatiOl'l. Adjustment, however, is quite good in general. 
Cue VI. Joha J. , 16, primar;y 'behavior disorder nth a guarded prognosis, 
vas adJdtted at U and .u improved upon release •. His home lite was poor with 
a father who drank and associated w.l:th other ~n. His mother was unstable an ~ 
inadequate and died when Jolm was 14. He gets along well with an understanding 
ateP-l'lOther. He is em probation for dr1Y1ng a cu without the owner's consent 
but his probation officer adn.es that he bas normal interest in the opposite 
sex, i8 Mk1Qg a good adjustment and has been employed as a maoh1nist' e 
helper for oYer a year. He socializes and is well liked by his tellow workers. 
Adjustment i8 qu1te good. 
Oase nI. Allee A... 21, praecox with a good prognosiS, wa admitted at. 14 
and. left in an improved condition. Her parent.s adhered to old-world discipline 
were rigid and the f atber favored an older male sibling. Sh.e hu been married 
happUy for three years, haa two children and is a good housekeeper and IIlOther. 
She had not been emplo)"8d prior to DW'l"iage. Soc1alilation is adequate and. 
total adjustment i8 good. 
2'" VIII. Dor18 D., 27, psychoneuroSis with a good prognosiS, was admitted 
at 17 and wo improved upon releue. Ho_ 1i1'e was W'lhapP7. Ser mother 
4$ .. 
worked, failed to supervise the children and the patient wu jealous of a 
happy, favored younger sister. Later she lived with an und.erstanding aunt 
who helped. her greatly. She has been married two years to a well-adjusted 
ute, works part-time but rema.1ns somewhat nervous and high strung. Social-
ization is a daquate and adjustment is good. 
Cue XX. Josepb J., 21 t praecox with a guarded prognosis, was adm1tted aU? 
and had improved when he left. However, he refused for years to leave the 
hospital .. was sarcastic and demanding, considered himself a genius and adver-
tised himself in the paper as such. (Actually his 1Q did l'anse to about 140). 
He returned to the home of a rigid father who refused to face the situation 
and a mother completely under the father's dominaticm. He had only contempt 
tor h1s parents. He has exbibited no interest in the opposite sex, site idly 
at home and has never sustained even unsk1lJ.ed employment more than a few 
weeka. He is seclusive and adjustment is poor. 
Case X. Cat~r1ne C., 24, without psychosis and with .. gua.rded prognosis, was 
~6 at admission &nd lett improftd. She chos. to transfer to the Industrial 
School in order to complete her high school education and did 80. She 11' as the 
illegitimate child of a feeble minded, psychotic mother who rejected her after 
the patient had sought her out. She vas raieed. in institutions. Shs 11u had 
one illegitimate child, has wandered around the oountr.y and has failed to 
sust&1n emplo;rment. She has been married less than a year to a :man vh.o has 
accepted her child. He appears to be able to supervise her and she i8 happ1' 
with him. Her socialization bas been of the negative variet1' and adjustment 
seems no more than tail'. 
Case II. Gerald 0., 2? lobotomized praeoox, prognosis guarded, was 17 at 
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admis~on and left the hospital 1ft\proved. His home situation wu poor with an 
unstable, dominating, over-protective mother, and his father takes little 
interest and both fol"'e1gn.-bom parents are poorly assimilated~ He exhibits 
no interest in the opposite sex, does notb1ng except "help mother" and remains 
"cluei va,.. Adjustment has been poor. 
Cue III. led X., 22, psychopath with a guarded prognosis, was admitted at 13 
and left the hospital improved,. He was rejected by both parents after the 
birth of & brother six yea's after his own birth.. having been over-protected 
up to that tiIl'lEl. His mother was weak, his father punitive and he was rAi.sed 
largely by aged grand""Parents. He was married a few months, divorced and is 
again seeing his ex-wite. At the time of their elopement she assisted him in 
stealing a car. 'lbeir hone1J!1OOn vas spent in jail and since their divorce she 
hal attempted to bribe a guard to release him trom jail where he was sening 
time tor stealing. He has had sex offences and a poor employment record and 
his socialization is of a negative type. Adjustment is poor. 
Cue IIII. Walter W ... 24, praecox with a poor prognosis, wu admitted at 1$ 
and left the hospital. improved. His father deserted when the patient was five 
and his mother worked, leaving him much to hie own devices. He works occasion-
ally as a musician, has been utarr1ed a few months and remains in his mot.her f s 
home. Socia1iz.at.1on is negative and a.djustment poor. 
Case XIV. Anna A.., 27, praecox with a poor prognosis, was a.dmitted at 16 and 
lett the hospital improYe(i. Her home sit.uation was poor with a kindly, inef-
fectual father and an extremely psychotic uncommitted mother. She had one 
Sibling, an older brother, to whom &he was very attached. but he escaped till. 
poor home enVironment and ie maldng a good adjuBt_nt. She has no interest in 
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the oppo81te sex.. has not susta1ned. employment, is eeclusi ve and, in the early 
. 
month. of 1953, mu.rdered her lJlOther. Adjustment was very poor~ 
Case XV. Ella E., 24, praecox, prognosis unIm1wn, was admitted at 16 and re-
as unimproved to go to a private s.ud.tarium. Her father was rigid and her 
mother domineering and over-proteati ve~ The tather had a hobby, PDm.e.graph!c 
pictures, which he lett about the house and the tam1ly had no 80cial contacts. 
The patient 11_ been married four years, hu two cb.il.dren and takes good care 
of her home and family. She did not work prior to marriage~ Socialization 
ia adequate and adjustment is good. 
C ... In, Cle.nt 0, 21" praecox with a pow prognosis, lett tme hoepital 
1mproved. fhe mother who died When the patIent. was ten bad spoiled him. Hie 
tather, a kindly man who vas steadUyemployed wa.s unable to supervise him. 
The pa.tlent exllibits no interest 1n the opposite aex, faUs to hold emplo,.ent 
and is seclusive. His adjustment is poor. 
Case XVII. Dan I)., 21, praecox with a poor prognosis, was admitted at 14 
and lett the hospital improved. His parents were inadequate, the home was 
filtb7 and unsupemsed and, there wo a long record of delinquency and truancy 
among the sibl1nls. Be ba& been married. succesafully tor a year and has a 
hydrocephalic child who is dying in an inat1tution. He has been working 
steadily for about. a year as .. milkman. He apparently soc1al1zes little aqd 18 
nervou8 but his adjustment. 1& quite good. 
Cue XVIII. Daisy D... 26, mental derect with .. fair prognosis, was admitted. 
at 16 and lett improved. She reaidee w1:bh a depressed, widowed mother who has 
always worked and the home atmoaphere is gloomy. She has worked spumod1call.y 
at unaldlled labor and 18 illeg1t1ma.tely pregnant, claiming this condi ttem wu 
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forced upon her b;y a man who threatened to Jd.ll her it she did not aceQ to 
. 
his w:18h.ea. Socialiaation 1s ot a n.egative variety and adjust.ment i8 poor. 
Case xn. Harl7 H •• 28, praeoox with a fair prognosis, was a.da1tted at 17 
and left recovered. He has exhibited normal sex interest and was engage4 at 
one time. He has been atea.dily employed tor ten years as a brevery laborer 
aad aoc1al1lee to some e:xtent. Adjustment has been good. 
Oaee XX. I August A., 22, praecox with a poor prognosis, was admitted at 17 
and. lett 1IQ)rcrred. His 1IOthe1" W8.8 nervous and his father lacked insight. 
the patlent telt no oloseness to either parent and was attached to 811 elderly 
paternal grandmother. H.e has exhibited no sex abnormalities, socializes with 
gi1"b, is a junior mathematics student in a university and works part-time to 
de1'rq expenses. Socialization is adequate and adjustment is good. 
Que lXI. Edward E., 27, conrusive with a poor prognosis, was admitted at 
16 and lett the hospital unimproved. His home situation was fair with the 
exception ot an oTerprotective mother. He has exhibited no interest in the 
opp")l1te sex, has been unable to work and remains housebound and seclusive. ~ 
adjustment 18 poor. 
Case XXII. Gordon a., 28, con'VUlsive 'With a good prognos1s, was admitted at 
17 and released. as recovered trom. the epiaocle. Aside trom an over-protective 
mother, home lite was averap. He has normal. sex interests, has been emplo;yed 
at unald.l1ed labor tor ten years and socializes to 80me extent. Adjustment 
h .. been good. 
e ... XlIII. MaTH., 28, praecox with a guarded prognosis, was admitted at 15 
and lett improved. Her parents were dull and the father, a heavy drinker, was 
• poor provider. There was unresolved Sibling rivalry with an older sister. 
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The patient was married several years to a kind.. understanding mate who died. 
She workedbrieny and has now been married again for about a year. Social-
ization seems adequate and adjustment i8 quite good. 
Case XXIV. Helen i., .3l, manic, no prognosis given, was admitted at 16 and. 
left improved. Her foreign-born parents were well-adjusted to American stan ... 
daNa and were sympathetic but lacked insight. She has had one illegit1mate 
ch1ld whom she ~as kept and to whom she is d.evoted. She has wol'ked steadily 
for the past few years as a rUe clerk and socializes. Adjustment, in general 
haa been quite .lood recently. 
Case XXV. Paul P ... 20, praecox with a poor prognosis .. wu adm1tted at 1S and 
Wt improved. 'this patient's mother was over-protective, his father incon-
sletent. Both parents worked long hours and lett Paul to 'the supervision 
of a slightly o~rsister. He has exhibited no sexual interest. Be has 
wrked steadil.y two ;years doing wiring but remains seclusive. Adjustment is 
fair. 
Case XXVI. Allan A., 30, praecox, no prognosis given, was admitted at 17 and 
left improftd. 'the bome situation was poor with constant l'IW"1tal strite, pre-
carious finances and lack of insight. The patient was married for about & 
year, attempted to deliver his own chUd .. thre&Hned to kill his wife and she 
was forced to flee for her life. His employment was intermittent and his 
socialization was negative. He accepted no responsibility for his child and 
has since been in another mental hospital. Adjustment haa been very poor. 
Case XXVII. H:llda a., 26, praecox with a good prognoSis, was admitted at 14 
/ 
and lett improved. Her mother wu over-pl"Ot.ective. Bhehas moved to Calitorn-
1& with her parents and attempts at conta.et have tailed. Present atatus 1. 
• 
Case XXVIII. IYBn I.) 27, praecox with a good prognosis vas admitted at 15 
and lett 1mproYecl. If1s paren". were quiet) backward people with no insigb". 
Be vas married about a year ago and the couple remains with his parenta. Mari-
tal and lIocial adjustment are unava1l.able but he eYi<lently does not sustain 
~1'fll8nt. fotal adjustment is unimow but 1s probably poor. 
Case XXIX. Edatmd E. , 2.3, priDlary behavior diaorder with a poor prop8is, 
I 
1IU adm1tted at 11 and lett unimproved to Nt~ to the Juvenile Court. Home 
8ituatiOn was poor with an over-protective mother. He had two brothers in the 
Induatrial Sehool. and a delinquent llister. He has exhibited sexual pre-occup-
ation and haa been promiscuous. He i8 on probation aDd refuses to WOft and 
aoc1al1zation 18 negative. !le-oommitallent has been recollllll8Aded but his tami.q' 
i8 attraid to tollow through as he haa threatened to ldll them and others and 
is potenttally hOJaicidal. AdjuatMnt ia poor. 
Cue XXI. .lIarold B., 29, praecox with a guarded. prognosis, was admitted at 
11 and released &s 1mproved. His parent II lacked insight, !he horae was well 
kept; and comtort.able. Sibling relationship was good. The patient has been 
married tive years and has two cbildren. ae baa been operating & small auto 
repair ab.op with a partner tor Mveral years and 18 doing quite well. Social-
ization if! adequate and adjtustment ill good. 
Cue XXXI. Viola V. II 22, aen1c with a tair prognosis, entered the hospital 
at 17 and lett recowred. Her parents are divoroed and her step-ta;l;her, with 
Wbom abe and her mother 11Ted., was a heavy drinker and abuive toward the 
mother. Sibling rela.ticmaA1.p was good. fhe moth.r is nov divorced and she 
and the pat.ient live together. She has normal tnterest in the opposite sex, 
b.u been 8Ilpl.oyed one and one-half years in ~ factory and social1lea adequatel1 
.Adjustment i8 good. 
Case D:XII. Janice J., 31, praecox with II. poor prognosis, was admitted at 14 
and lett iJIIprowcl. !he faU)" lived in a poor area and the tather was ill, 
nervous and a poo.r prov1d.er. Both parents we" dull and $l.lpems1on was poor. 
The patient haS been ltl8lTied five years and haa four children, including 
twins toward who. she is k1ndly disposed. Houaekeeping is poor, affect 
SOMWhat flattened and social1zation poor. Adjustment is only fair. 
Cute InlIl. Rq R., 27, und1agnosed psychosis, no prognos1s available, was 
adaitted. at 13 and released &8 unUap1"Oved for commitment to the Industrial 
School. He was an il.leg:1t1lllS.te child with a "plather •. His mother and step-
father ta'VOreci his legitimate siblings and. the mother's morals were question'" 
able. She encouraged the patient to leave home and he frequently ran away- as 
a ch1ld, c1a1ndng he was neldng work to earn money to help his mother and the 
fam1l.7. He hAS shown no sexual abnonaalit.1es but his e.plo;yment history has 
been poor and h1a social ad,u.et;aent is u.nlmown. total adjustment has probably 
been no _rEt than fair. 
Cue XXXIV. Cora C., 31, without pqchosis, prognosis good, entered the 
hospital at 17 and lett recovered. The patient preferred her father who lid 
divorced from the mother but she lived with her mother and step-father. The 
mother bad li v.ed with the step-father lSeveraJ. years before their marriage .. 
a situation whicll vas known to the patiezn. Her mother and step-father drank 
hea"f'1l7 and he beat the patient. Cora wu adm1tted as a sex delinquent, guilty 
of fraternizing with older men and negroes. She has been married nine years .. 
has three Children and is & good wife and mother. She finished SChool and 
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worked well as a sw1 tchboard operator prior lO marriage. Socialization is 
adequate and adjustment 1. good. 
Case IIIV. Lawrence L. , 2), undiagnol$8d psychosis with a guarded prognosis, 
en1:.ered the hospital at 15 and lett improved. ilia parents ware uncooperat1ve 
and dull. IUs mot.her was mannish and w-orked constantly" failing to superviae 
the ohildren. His tather fraternized with other women. He exhibits no 
sexual abnormalities, is in the Ar'l1fY and has recently retu.rned .from overseas 
where he served two years. The degree and type of his socialiution is 
Wllcnovn but adjustment seems reasonably good. 
Case XIXVI. Avis A., .31 .. manic, no prognosis available, was admitted at 11 
and lett improved. Home situation was only- fair. Her parents maintained 
their old world customs, spoke only Italian and remained aliens. She has 
normal interest in me."'l. She cares for an invalid motiler and the household. 
and eoeializes to some ext.ent. Adjustment is quite good. 
Case XXXVII" Vietor V... 29.. psychopath.. prognosis unknown, came to the haspi ta p. 
from the Detention Home at 16 and was found not psychotic.. His behavior 1m-
pro"ftd and he was returned to the Detention Home. His parents were divorced 
and his mother was a woman of poor morals." He endea.vored "Ito assume a .father 
role and his mother cla1nled he made sexual advances toward her.. The city 
directory lists him as working as an office clerk and as being married but 
details It.''EIre unaV1ilil.able and total adjustment is unknown. 
Oase XXXVIII. William W., 2), post-enoephalitis, prognosis unknown, was 
admitted at nine years of age and lett, improved. His mother is married for 
the third time and was a mental patient at one time. His step-father was 
rigid and his mother over-protective. He has attended college,' is now a 
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sophomore and has worked part-time to defray expenses. His sex interests are 
normal. He is sociable and active in boy scout work but remains overactive. 
Acij1l8tment is reasonably good. 
Cue XXIII.. Gilbert G. , .30, without psychods, prognosis unknown, entered the 
hospital· at 16 and was found to be non-psychotic. He improved in behavior 
and he was discharged to the Juvenil& Court. His parents \..-.ere inadequate 
with his mother syphillitic and his fB.ther alcoholic. No direct contact could 
be established but the city directory lists him as single and working as a 
cut,sr. Adjustment is unknown. 
Case L. Clara e., 29, praecox, prognosis unavai~ableJ was 1$ at admission 
and left recovered. Her father was a barber with sparse eIllPloyment and her 
mother was a registered nurse who seemed uervous and f!'U8tra.ted. All attempts 
to establish contact failed and adjustment 1s unknown. 
Ca.se LI. Deborah D., 28, praecox with a gu.arded prognosiS, was admitted at 16 
and le£t improved. Hel.· mother was im.'ll.oral and on probation and her father 
deserted. These facts were known to the patient. there was much delinquency 
among the siblings and the patient was also a sox delinquent. She was married 
briefly and separated an~ her e~)loyment record was poor. Her socialization 
18 of a negative variety. Adjustment may be considered poor. 
The overall picture is quite good. because over hill of the patients 
seem to be making good and fair adjustments. Also those in the unknown group 
are probably making at least some sort of satisfactory adjustment because 
there h.a.ve been no inquiries trom oth.er hospitals or institutions. The prae-
coxes remain divided about half' and halt. This is a somewhat better percent-
age than the writer expected to find but the tact remains that about half of 
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these individuals are Wlshle to lead any sort: of normal, productive lives. 
It is tnteresting to speculate what further treatment, including intensive 
psychotherapy and satisfactory convalescent conditions, might have accomplish ... 
ed. It is also only fair to state that the writer's opinions may have been 
somewhat colored by what may and what may not be expected from these patients 
but an attempt was made to judge them impartially. 
Summsz 
Forty-one cases, repreeenting about sixty per cent of the total are 
currently residing outside of institutions. At the time of their admissions, 
their ages ranged from 9 to 17 wit.h 86 per cent in the 14 to 17 inclusive 
group, almost equally divided as to sex" A total of 22 lwes and 19 females 
are represented. The preponderance of males seems to lie in the behavior 
groups which come into conflict with t.'1.e law. In the schizophrenic group, 
which com;prises about .sO per cent of the diagnoses, males and females, OIl a 
percentage basis, were equally divided. 
In general the prognoses in the oases of the females were somewhat. 
better than in the male population, five females carrying good prognoses to 
four male,although the male population ex;ceeded that ot the female" It was 
felt that this may be because of the eSbential nature of the female herself w.h 
does not bring herself so forcibly to the attention or the public and ot whom 
1 ••• is actua.lly expected as far as ma.ldn.(, ber own living in the world is 
concerned. 
The personalities ot these patients can be roughly divided into 
four groups, the seclusive, docl1e,J the seclUSive, tempersuoua; the friendly, 
docile; and the friendly .. tempestuous. These groups represented 27 per cent" 
22 per cent, 29 per cent and 22 per cent of the population respectively. 
Reasons for admission of both docile groups were preponderantly thoee of 
hallucinated, delusional behavior. In both tempestuous groups anf,1-social 
behavior such as belligerence, stealing, pyromania, threats to kill, etc., 
were in the ascendency. 
FamUia1 history of mental illness was present in n.alf of the cases 
and half c.onta:ined no suchh1story. In only two of the cases could the ho.me 
situation be considered even remotely adequa.te. TWllty""seven per cent were 
viotims of broken home.. Marital strife, fiaggrant ilrRorality, rejection, 
unresolved sibling reval:ry and alCOholism were represented in the other cases. 
Insight was lacking in practically all instances. 
Seventy-five per cent of these children had average intelligence, 
with only seven retarded and three superior. Ninety-three per cent had 
negative physical findings. 
Slightl,. over half of the patients had only one admission to the 
hospi tal. Half of the remainder had two admissions while the others returned 
from three to seven times. Nine cases were considered improved, four ~ 
proYed., six recovered and two non-psychotic. The recovered group has never 
returned. Of the improved group twelve did not retUl"'Il whereas it was neCes8a.l'J 
tor seventeen to come back for further treatment. fhe unimproved cases were 
released to other institutions or agencies. 
lineteen patients have married, nine men and ten women, with. the 
awrap age twenty-five, ranging rromn1neteen to thirtT-one. Seven men and 
nine women remain married, ann male and one female are separated and one male 
i& dl TOre.d. Half of the marriages have been of one year t 8 duration or less 
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and the others have endured from two to nine years. Thirteen of the group are 
aaldng a satisfactory adjustment and five are unsatisfactory. 
By examination of the unmarried males and femal •• , it was found that 
fourteen were making a. satisfactory sex adjustment and eight were not. 
Examining the employment status of the twenty-three males and nine 
unattached females, we find ele,"n men sustaining employment, nine working 
intermittently, two unemployed and the statue of one unknown. Qf the women 
three are sustaining employment, one is working intermittent.ly, two are 
unemployed and in three instances the status is unknown. About half of the 
men are known to be sustaining employment and also about one third of the 
women although the larger percentage of the unknown status in the female 
group could well bring their percentage higher. 
The patients were considered on the buis of their interaction with 
t.heir fellow-men and it was found that twelve are adjusting aatisraetoril1' 
and twentY"""t.wo are not.. 
Regarding the over-all adjustment ot these individuals, comprising 
all tactors including marital adjustment, employment, and social intercourse, 
it was found that eighteen are making good adjustments, five, tair and thir-
teen are poor. The status or rive is unknown. Half of the eases are rnaldng 
a satisfactory adjustment. About fifty per cent are pre.ecoxes and halt of 
them are adjusting quite satisfactory. 
It is interesting to note that sixty per (wmt have been able to re-
main out ot the hasp! tal tor protracted periods.. This is higher than might 
be expected, but the pressure for hospital space and the reluctance to return 
the patient are also factors because manY' of them are making no more than 
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marginal adjU8tmentS. AlBO, it was noted 1;h~t seventeen out of twentr-n;1ne 
cases 11.tec:i as improwd found it neoessary to return to the hospital once 
or oftener, leading one to believe that the impact ot their prev1cNa surround-
ing. oaused them to 10 .. the improvement. wbich they had shown in the hosplt~. 
Again, familial mental illness seemed to have little bearing on the case. 
wbile poor home environment appeared to have a profo\U1d impact. There appar-
ently' wae 'ft9 eorrelatiOll between physioal trauma and. breakdown.. Adjustment 
to marriage is better than might be expeoted and, of partioular intereat, wu 
the tact that no WOJD.an has had to return o&oause of breakdown during pregnane,.. 
or at the birth ot a child.. There appears to be lINch room for iJlpl"OV'eIlent 
in the employment atatus of these patients and the writer feell that intensive 
work alona thele linea is indicated. Although the overall adjustment picture, 
including all of the various phases of sooial interaction indicates that about 
halt of the adjustmentB are adequate, the writer is of the opinion that, with 
the proper culture, this peroentage might be 8ubstantial.ly greater. 
)'rom the years 1938 to 1947 inclusive, seventy-eme juveniles under 
the age of eighteen, ranging trom nine through nventeen, were admitted to the 
1I11_uke. County Soap! tal. tor Hental Disease.. 'then children comprised on17 
el1/lhtJ;y over one per cent of the total number of persons adl!11tted during this 
period. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that thi8 hoapital mwst 
necessarily be set up tor the care of the adult psychotic and 18 not ~i""!17 
desi.gned to minister to the needa of children. 
.. the age of t.he chUd. advanced, admissions increased wbetanat4.a.],. 
ly', ,6% ot the admissions being in the 8ixteen and SeYenteen year old groups. 
It was tel t that cristallisation ot behavior in advancing adoleecence plJqed. 
only- a vf1t7 saall part in the sharp17 increased commitments. Rather, it 
, 
would. appear trom an examination ot the facts, that parents tailed to rec0i-
ni" psychotic or preo-psychotic behavior and that they rejected the thought 
that they mq bave tailed as parents. In add1 tion, there seemed to be a 
natural reluctance to take the emotionally disturbing step ot commitment pro-
cedares, pvticul.a:t"17 to an institution which was not apeciticall.y designed 
tor the care of children. 
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Sixty-three per cent ot the juvenil:e admissions were male and. 37% 
were female, whioh did not necessa:rlly indicate that the male is more prone 
to mental breakdown than the female. Rather it appeared that the -.1e ... 
inclined toward greater aggressiveness and hence ft8 more openJJ" at odds with 
society and a greater problem to it. A.lso entering into the situation .. the 
accepted attitude of greater protection ot the female and the tact that le 18 
.. expectedo.t her a8 tar as her own maintenance was concerned. 
At the time this toll~ study 1IU made, S8% ot the cases resided 
oute1de ot 1nat1tut1ona, lO% were in mental hospital.) 10_, all male with 
pqchopaths and primary' behavior disorders predominating, 1I'We in peal !nsti-
tut1..ons and 2 per cent bad died. Almost halt ot these children were schizo-
phrenic, about equally divided as to sex. The tact that 61.% of the schizo-
phrenics were currently residing outside wu lDOre encouraging than was the 
actual ai tuation. Many were _king no more than marginal adjust.menta and had. 
been in and out of the holPi~ lII&t\Y t1.1IIea. 
Familial history of mental illnees 'WU tound in slightlT le88 than 
halt ot the oases; leading 'WI to conclude that this tactor had little or no 
bearing one..,. or the other in the break~ ot these individuals. An 
exudnation of the home situations revealed a great lack ot family integration 
and _tional aeounty. oYer 7C$ ot the homes were consid.ered very poor with 
the balance hardl.7 JIWe than adequate, a tact which :might wall indicate that 
there 18 & definite oorrelat.1on between poorly integrated home lite and poorly 
integrated perscma1i ty. About 70% were ot ..... age :1ntell1genoe which would 
lead. U8 to beli..... tbat there is 11 ttle COl"relation between intelligence and 
mental 1llnesa. Although there 1s • great tendency in families to base mental 
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'brea.kdown on phyaical trauma, the survey rev.,:ted that only about th1r'~ 
per cent. ot the cases i.r1cluded physica1 findings eluea, concussion, high fllt'ler 
etc.). 
From the personality descriptions given by' the children-s landli •• 
at the time of admission, seclusive and outgoing natures ...... almost ~ 
divided. Docile types were slightly :in the ascendenq over the teJl.peetllOUS. 
However, bem an examination of the tacta, it was telt that ...... haai. must 
be placed on the term ·outgoing- as interpreted by tho tam1l1' because all 01 
theae cas .. appeared bUiully egocentrio either in a 1l\'Y,ret.J"eating tI!8IU1ttI' 
or in a hostile, aggress1Te tashion. Failure to adjust at he_ and in school 
formed a blanket complaint • 
.l tollow-up stuc\v' was made to determine the total adjustment 
achieved by the forty-one individuals who are currently able to live outside 
01 institutions. t.rhi8 involyed a composite of their marriage adjustment. 
adjustment to the single state (if unmarried), and their employment and aoOial 
.tatu. Eighteen were considered to be making good adjustments} five .. taU. 
tbirteen, poor, and the statue ot tive was unknown. ot the 81xt,....lour c .... 
which ,.. ..... able to tollow" up (eliminating t1IO deceased and live in which 
the present statui is unknown) we find o~ eighteen maldn.g what might be 
col'llJictered an;y sort. ot 8&t1stacw17 adJutment whereas forty-six are not. 
Altogether, this is rath$r ahoeld..ng considering the extreme youth of thea. 
1nd1'f1duals at the t1lae ot tbcd.r admiuioa.. and it. leads us to que.t1oft the 
e£t1ca.q o£ the treatment wb1ch can be aftorded ohUdr1m in an institution 
wh1ch 18 not set up pr~ tor t.heir care. 
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Oonclue1ons. 
There is no question but that the care Given was modern, conscn,... 
ent10ua od htm1a.ne but 1ntens1 t,..f partioularly along psychotherapeutic linea, 
WU l.aoldJ1g because ot scarcity of therapiete and also of iacill ties designed. 
eap$O~ ally tor the care of children. FollOW' up care is al80 at a m1n1.mt.ml 
. beoause of the pressure of hosp! tal load and the fact that the comm.un1 ty ;re. 
lOUZ'Cee aN not set up to hmdle suitable convalescent conditions and inten-
sive .. s1atance in eq>loyment or school planning. To envision lI'hat might 
OCCUl" in another situation is purely speculative but the expenditure involved 
Ddght well delray itself by the reclamation ot individuals to productive l.t 
rather than consignment of them to an inst1 tutionallzed or subsidized type of 
existence whereby they are 8Oc1&1 and financial burdens throughout the:1r Uvea 
In the preventive field, increased vigilance and expanded psychia-
tric services in the 8chools, closer relations with parents and tactful train-
ing of them in mental h;rg1ene, plus greatly increased diagnostic centere and 
treatment clinics for parents and children could quite conceiva.ble reduce the 
numuer of children 'Who might require institutionalisation for mental disease. 
'1'be C'Ul"ative area would inV'olve at least separate hospital quarters for j'lJoo 
venUes with specialists in child PSYChiatry and psyohology in attendance pla 
eutt1cient staff for intensive operation. Community resources might be •• 
plored and community opinion stimulated to a' point where eventually sui table 
toster homes could be found tor ohildren who abo1r promise or who, at the pre-
sent t1lne, return to environments where heal thy, emotional growth is impos-
sible. Intensification ot ou't-patient care and follow up after t.be child has 
lett the hoap1 tal to determine his problems and how his needs &1"8 being met 
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